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The enormous. increase in population and
investment-seeking capital in European states
led to a great ip.crease in colonial expansion in
Africa and As.i a in the 19th century. The desire
to secure mark~ts for surplus manufactures led to
much colonial rivalry among the great powers,
and was one of the causes of the World War of
1914-18. (For · the colonial possessions of the
leading governments, see the articles on the
different countries.)
COLOUR. Authorities on colour tell us there
are ab~ut a thousand distinguishable hues and
more than 2,000,000 tints and shades appreciated
by the normal eye. Colour is the gift of light,
for the various ·colours are produced by light
waves of different lengths (see Light ; Spectrum
and Spectroscope). The colours tl}.at we see
depend upon what effect the different light
waves have upon our eyes.
Objects do not possess a certain fixed colour
of their own, but depend for colour on the light
reflected from their surface. Surfaces ·capable
of reflecting all colour _rays appear red in red
light, blue in blue light, and white in daylight
in which all the colour waves are present.
Other surfaces are capable of absorbing all the
light rays and reflect none. Such surfaces
appear black no matter what light falJ.s upon
them.
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~"lowers

Get their Colour

If p~rt of all the colour rays are reflected and
part absorbed, the surface will appear grey.
Leaves on plants appear green because they
reflect the green rays and absorb all other light;
but if a leaf is taken out of the sunlight and held
under a red light it will appear black, because
there are no green rays to reflect to the eye.
Flowers are red, yellow, or blue, depending upon
their ability to absorb certain colours and reflect
others, and so with all opaque objects.
Transparent objects are coloured by their
r.,bility to screen out certain rays. For exam.ple,
glass is red when only the red rays pass through
it. A transparent body which transmits all
.colours ~qually well, such as pure water in small
quantities, is said to be colourless.
Colours differ in "hue," which is the difference between blue and red for example ; and
colo":ll's of the same hue may differ in " value "
or intensity, due to difference in the amount of
light they reflect ; or in '' purity,'' depending
upon the amount of greyness in the colours.
Adding white to a standard hue forms "tints,"
while adding black forms "shades."
The artist's colours, called " pigments," and
all the dye~, paints, and inks used by man,
produce colour .. because of their ability to reflect
different light waves. From -comparatively
few colour substances a great variety of colours
may be m~de. Blue, red, and yellow are called

" primary " colours, because from different
combinations of these three colours all other
colours may be produced. Thus, mjxtures of
blue and red produce purple ; of yellow and blue,
green ; of yellow and red, orange ; and so on.
These are sometimes called ''secondary''
colours.
.
An Interesting Experiment with Colours

Red and greenish-blue, yellow and indigoblue, and similar colour pairs are said to be
"complementary" colours, because in each
such pair one colour " complements " or fills
out the other. If you look fixedly at a bright
red object and then q11ickly look away at a
perfectly white surface you will see an indistinct image of the object in the complementary
colour of red, which is green. This simple but
interesting experiment can be repeated with any
of the other colours. It is based on the fact
that the eye easily tires of one colour, so that
when looking at the white surface the eye welcomes the other colours and responds less to the
colour which has produced fatigue.
·
COLUMBINE. The columbine plant, sometimes incorrectly called "honeysuckle," grows
from six inches to two feet high on sandy ledges
T H E FA I R Y DA NCE R
in open woods,
where the soil is ·
sparse, its roots
often barely covered with earth.
It is found in
Europe,
Asia,
'·..
and
America,
and its appearance
usually
heralds the coming of summer:
Its five-spurred
•
dangling
blos•
soms vary much
•
•
in
colour,
but.
.
. '
•
t
white and purple:~
are
most
·
.corn.., . ,.
•
mon. Emerson
calls it " the
.
..
r<;>ck-loving col·...
The gay Columbine nods and cuttsi~s umbine.'' In the
to the breeze in many countries of pantomime
America, Asia and Europe.
shows which
have come down from the Middle Ages, Columbine (from columba~ a dove) is the gay fairy-like
dancer courted by Harlequin.
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Scientific name of wild Columbine Aquilegia vulgaris ;
it b elo_ngs to the natural order Ranunculacece. Flowers
1 to 2 inches long, irregular, and solitary, with 5 coneshaped petals tapering into slender, round-tipped spurs,
which are united below by 5 flaring sepals and 5 slender
pisti~.
Stem branching, 6 inches to 2 feet in height,
and smooth or covered with fine hairs. Leaves light green
above and whitish underneath, divided into 3 or more
lobes •with rounded notches.
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For ang .subject . not· found in i t .s a I• p h .a b.e t i c a I place
..see
information
.
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